Tennis Match Results
Wesleyan University vs Bowdoin
May 06, 2016 at Lewiston, Maine
(Wallach Tennis Center)

Wesleyan University 5, Bowdoin 1

**Singles competition**
1. Eudice Chong (WESWT) def. Joulia Likhanskaia (BOW) 6-2, 6-1
2. Tiffany Cheng (BOW) vs. Victoria Yu (WESWT) 7-5, 0-1, unfinished
3. Kyra Silitch (BOW) def. Helen Klass-Warch (WESWT) 6-3, 6-3
4. Aashli Budhiraja (WESWT) def. Tess Trinka (BOW) 6-2, 6-3
5. Samantha Stalder (BOW) vs. Nicole McCann (WESWT) 2-6, 3-5, unfinished
6. Sarah Shadowens (BOW) vs. Dasha Dubinsky (WESWT) 7-6, 4-1, unfinished

**Doubles competition**
1. Eudice Chong/Helen Klass-Warch (WESWT) def. Joulia Likhanskaia/Tiffany Cheng (BOW) 8-5
2. Victoria Yu/Aashli Budhiraja (WESWT) def. Kyra Silitch/Tess Trinka (BOW) 8-3
3. Nicole McCann/Dasha Dubinsky (WESWT) def. Pilar Geffenig/Maddie Rolph (BOW) 8-5

Match Notes:
Wesleyan University 11-4
Bowdoin 12-6